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Coyote Mini 
Popup Tabletop Display

     Convenient sizes allow you to set 
up professional looking displays on 
tabletops. The light weight  
materials make these kits 
highly portable, quick and 
extremely simple to set up 
and take down. The  
complete display rolls 
up into a special storage 
sleeve, which is then placed 
into a sleek, padded carrying 
case. Includes frame, channel 
bars, carry bag & lights. Add an  
optional OCS hard case for  
secure storage and shipping.

Sizes include: 

2x2 tabletop - 48” h x 53.625” w x 11.75” d
3x2 tabletop - 48” h x 74.625” w x 15.75” d
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Linear Tabletop Display

    Linear Table Top Kits provide modern  
and dynamic flare to your marketing 
message. The SEG fabric graphics and 
extrusion-based displays are simple, 
lightweight and take only minutes to 
assemble. Units come in a sturdy case. 
Customized units are also available.

61.5” w x 31.5” h x 17.72” d

57” w x 31.5” h x 17.72” d

53.93” w x 39.37” h x 17.72” d

96” w x 39.37” h x 17.72” d
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Vector Frame 
Tabletop Display

     Easy to set up (and breakdown) tension 
fabric frame with a clean, sophisticated look. 
This extrusion based exhibit can be single 
or double sided. Unit comes with 
heavy duty silver frame and feet. 
The Vector Frame can also be 
mounted to a wall for a more  
permanent display. 

VF-01-R is 35” wide x 47” high
Comes in a single OCL case.

Larger sizes are available for floor or wall 
display. Custom sizes available as well.
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Formula 
Tabletop Display

     Formula Tabletop are advanced aluminum 
structures with fabric graphics. Some kits 
include: front curved accents and low  
voltage lighting. All kits come in 
hard molded transport cases.

Larger sizes are available for floor or 
wall display. 
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Breeze Tabletop Banner Stand

     A mini version of the standard retractable banner stand, the Breeze is great for 
small tabletop shows, display additions or wherever space is at a premium. The 
Breeze is available in two sizes. 
 Breeze 1  Breeze 2
 Banner Size: 8.375” wide  x 13” high Banner Size: 11” wide x 17”high
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Vortex Tabletop Banner Stand

     A tabletop tension banner system, the Vortex is great for small tabletop shows,  
display additions or wherever space is at a premium. The Vortex comes in packs of 
two units.  It is quick and easy to set up and makes a great addition to retail/ POP  
counters and displays. 

Hardware comes in Sliver/Blue or Silver/Red (shown) combinations.
   
 Visual Size: 12” wide  x 16.5” high 
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Barracuda

     Barracuda is a premium,  
variable-height single-sided roller  
banner stand. Features include a 
graphic tensioner and telescopic pole 
(which conveniently stores in the base 
of the unit.) EVA molded carrying/ 
storage bag is included.

Graphic Size: 31.5”w x 29.53”-83.35”h

Hardware Color: Silver
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Imagine

     Imagine is a variable-height  
single-sided roller banner stand.   
The quick change graphic cassette 
system makes changing graphics on 
the fly a breeze. Features also include 
a graphic tensioner, anti-slip strips 
along the base, and telescopic pole 
(which conveniently stores in the base 
of the unit.) EVA molded carrying/ 
storage bag is included.

Graphic Size: 31.5”w x 29.5”-83.35”h

Hardware Color: Silver
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Advance Banner Stand

     Premium quality, double-sided banner stand features a new graphic  
tensioner, a simple drop-in cassette housing & anti-slip strips along the 
base. Padded carry bag included.

Graphic size is variable:
31.5”wide up to 83.85” high

Drop In
Cassettes

Universal Top 
Rail

Ratcheting 
Tensioner

Pole Storage

Telescoping 
Pole

Kit includes: Base, two cassettes, two 

top rails, telescopic pole and carry bag.

Hardware Dimensions:
87.40” (h) x 34.10” (w) x 11.0” (d) approx. 

Base Dimensions:
3.75” (h) x 34.10” (w) x 11.0” (d) approx.

Weight:
7.5kg (16.5lbs) approx (inc carry bag)
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Excalibur Banner Stand

     Excalibur is a premium, double-sided banner stand with a sleek new 
design, graphic tensioner, integrated pole storage and quick change 
graphic system. Comes complete with a telescopic pole and  
EVA molded carrying/ storage bag.

Graphic Dimensions: 31.5”wide up to 83.85” high
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Telescopic Banner Stand

     Telescopic banner stands incorporate customary features designed 
to provide everyday reliability, durability and ease of use. Standard  
banners include a mid-range canvas carry bag and typically feature a 
five-year hardware warranty. Units may be single or double sided.

Graphic Dimensions: 23.5”wide  
                                   with a variable height  
                                   from 36” to 70” high
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Fixed Width Banner Stands

     These classic stands allow for the mounting of either vinyl or fabric  
banners in single or double sided configurations. Super strong  
construction in telescopic heights from 36”-96”. Tubes come in 3/4”, 7/8” 
& 1” diameters. Available with either bridge base or round base footprint.

Bridge Base
Available in 24”, 30”, 36” or 48”  
crossbar width

9”Round Bases
Available in 24”, 30”, 36” or 48”  
crossbar width

Step Crossbar Kits
2 adapters and a bar for attaching  
banner part way up upright.  
Available in all four widths.

Bridge Base

Round Base

Step Crossbar
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Pegasus/Pegasus Mini
     The Pegasus system can be used as a single or double-sided unit. 
The dual telescopic poles (horizontal and vertical) allow the user the  
option to present banner graphics from a visual minimum of 52.5”W up 
to 95”W. The narrower mini is used for a visual minimum of 27.5”W up to 
48”W. Available in Silver or Black. Comes complete with a carry bag.

Foot Detail

Pegasus
Width: 52.5” W to 95”W
Height: 36”H  to 96”H
Color: Silver or Black 

Pegasus Mini
Width: 27.5” W to 48”W
Height: 36.5”H  to 96”H
Color: Silver or Black 

Vertical Tightener Horizontal Tightener
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Large Format Banner Stands
     The classic fixed width banner stand in a large format for impressive  
display.  Telescopic height from 36” to 96”. Conversion kits bring the  
total size up to 10 ft & 12ft high & wide. Great portability and fast five 
minute assembly.

Hardware:  telescopic poles with  
two 3” x 17” formed steel bases

Graphics:  vinyl banner with pole pocket 
mounting

Banner stand with conversion kit 
Conversion members shown in red and green

Sturdy Steel 
“Bridge” Support Base.

Clutch lock offers secure
 horizontal and vertical adjustments.

Specially designed 

   with dedicated pockets.

Travel bag available for all 
stands and conversion kits
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T Stand

     A Classic style banner stand 
that assembles in minutes with 
no assembly tools required. The 
square tubing telescopes in height 
from 48 inches up to 90 inches. 
T Stand displays one banner with 
pole pockets on top and bottom. 
One 23 ¾” x 5/8” metal top dowel 
is included. Custom widths up to 
48” can be accommodated with 
longer poles (available separately). 
The unit also comes complete with 
a 14” square heavy metal base 
with spring button lock for solid 
support.

Mounting Specifications:
Banner: Standard width is 23 3/4” wide with included top banner pole. Custom widths Up to 
48” wide and heights up to 90”. Banner requires a pole pocket on top to fit a 5/8” dowel.  
A bottom pocket with a dowel (available separately) is recommended to weigh the banner down 
to keep it taught.

Box: 48”L x 8”W x 5”H  
Weight: 11.5 lb”
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Wedge Portable  
Graphic Support

     The Wedge is a simple to use sign support for  
variable sized graphics. They can be combined in  
multiples for support of longer and taller graphics.  
The Wedge can support graphics of all different  
shapes and substrates.

Recommended Graphic Size: 24”w x 48”h (1 wedge)
             48”w x 96”h (2 wedges)

Hardware Color: Black

Shipping Dimensions: 14” x 10” x 5”
Weight: 7 lbs.

Graphics not included

*Multiple units combined to hold taller graphic
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Rocket  
Portable Sign System

     The Rocket is ideal for sidewalk  
advertising. The base can be filled 
with water for stability and the spring 
loaded graphic support provides the 
flexibility needed to handle the change 
of outdoor elements. Graphic size: 
variable, maximum recommended size 
is 24”w x 36”h, recommended material 
for graphic is 4 mil coroplast for out-
door usage and foamboard for indoor 
usage. Not recommended for use with 
sintra or any expanded  
PVC products.

Maximum Graphic Size: 24”w x 36”h

Hardware Color: Grey
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Zoom Curved  
Outdoor Flag System

    The Zoom outdoor spinning  
banner comes complete with  
a durable, vinyl stabilizing ring,  
outdoor stake and a bag.  
A #2 grommet is located at  
the bottom of the graphic.

Graphic Size: 45.75”w x 86”h

Hardware Color: White
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Blast Outdoor Flag 
System

     Blast is a portable outdoor flag system  
that is designed to display up to 5 flags  
simultaneously. The 20’ reach of the  
flagpoles will make a dramatic statement  
at your conference or event! Blast will  
withstand winds up to 20 mph. when  
anchored into the ground. Streamers or 
smaller flags can be added for a different 
look. The bungee corded poles are  
fabricated from a hybrid aluminum/steel. 
The powder coated base comes complete 
with 4 ground stakes and a rubber mallet.

Graphic Size: 34”w x 173.5”h

Hardware Color: White
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Wind Dancer  
Outdoor Flag System

    Wind Dancer is a great option for  
outdoor and indoor banner display. It  
offers an adjustable display height of up  
to 17’ 3” and comes with a hollow base  
allowing the option of adding either water  
or sand as a weighting agent. The  
constructed unit is easy to position,  
erect and remove. Allow 1.5” for #3  
grommets along the top and inside  
edges of graphic.

Maximum Graphic Size: 43”w x 144”h

Hardware Color: White
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Outdoor Billboard 
System

     A versatile indoor/outdoor billboard 
that can be used for single and double 
sided presentation. With a maximum 
graphic area of 8” wide x 8’ high (weather 
and wind conditions permitting), its an 
ideal promotional solution for outdoor 
events, advertisements, exhibitions and 
public areas such as airports and  
shopping centers. Units can be linked 
together for added visual impact.

Graphic Size: 98”w x 45-98”h

Hardware Color: White/Grey



06-6067
Wall Mounting Hanger 
Galvanized steel. 1 screw
and 2 nails are included
for mounting �exibility

06-5050
Cable Clip 
Black, white or clear 

1UP-0101
MultiClip 
Black, white or clear 

20-0038
Window Mounts 
Clear with black, white 
or clear cap

06-SC150H
Suction Cup 
Clear with nickel 
plated steel hook 

06-2930
Connectors 
Galvanized steel 

Used to connect multiple
 holders for longer lengths. 

06-6068
Slatwall Hanger 
Galvanized steel 

Suction cups are not recommended for use with heavier AnoGotcha installations. Call for recommendations.

Accessories

The patented design allows for quick graphic changes. Simply snap open,
replace your graphic and snap the unit shut. No need to disassemble. 

Technical Information

Always cut to your exact speci�cations.

Sizes re�ect combined laminate and substrate thickness. 

AnoGotcha works with substrates, including �nishes
or protective laminates, up to 80 points thick.

Shell: Stock �nishes are black, clear and 
champagne anodized aluminum. Custom
colors also available; 10,000ft. minimum
and an up charge may apply. Wood 
�nishes are available and we can match
most colors. Minimum quantities apply. 
Call for pricing. 

Gotcha: Stock colors are black, white or clear.
Custom colors also available; 10,000ft.
minimum and an up charge may apply.

inches millimeters points

1/1000” 1/40 mm. 1 pt.

Substrate Possibilities 

3/32” 2 mm. 80 pt.

minimum thickness
equivalent to: 
plastic grocery bag

maximum thickness
equivalent to: 
nickel coin

Banner SystemsBanner Systems

Banner Clip

Easy To Use
 Just Snap open to remove and  
 insert new graphic

One time assembly
 No disassembly required

Sturdy and Lightweight
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Graphic Clip

     With our graphic clip, hanging  
signage couldn’t be easier.  Just snap 
open the hinge, insert your graphic 
and snap closed.  No special graphic  
treatment is required, saving you time 
and money.  This sign holder gives 
your signage an attractive finish at an 
affordable price.

Simply snap the holder open, slide in your 
graphic and snap closed for a tight, secure grip.

Graphic Clip Substrates Possibilities
Graphic clips available with adhesive for walls and 
metal shelves.

Black clips not recommended 
for areas with direct sunlight.

Place hanging points 1/3 to 1/4 
inch in from ends of holder to 
avoid bowing.

Also available in eco-friendly 
polypropylene version. Ask for 
details and pricing.
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Gripper Bar

     Grippers snap closed after graphic  
insertion with incredible strength,  
torque and care. Closes easily once  
graphic is inserted. No pockets or  
graphic ends required. Grip graphics  
up to .70 mil (.070”) thick.

Standard Lengths:
18”, 22”, 24”, 28”, 36”, 48”, 60”, 72”, 96” 
Custom lengths available
 
Available colors:
Clear, Black, White, Silver

Sold As A Kit
Top & Bottom crossbar with 

2 universal hanging clips

     Gripper lobe engages 
and compresses graphic. 
Soft cam surface creates 
incredible retaining power. 
Channel accepts a  
variety of hanging  
hardware. Clear or black 
plastic hanging clips can 
be substituted for the  
universal clips if desired.
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Hop Up 3x3 with End Caps
     The HopUp has a light weight, heavy duty frame that can suspend a 
fabric graphic mural. It sets up in seconds and can be packed away just 
as quickly! The frame comes with a full fitted front graphic and a bag.

Graphic:  1141/8” w x 891/8” h + bleed

Additional Sizes Available.
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Hop Up Counter 

     Based on the Hop Up exhibit, this fully collapsible counter is portable 
and lightweight. It includes a black laminate shelf and a hinged top  
available in four different finishes.

Counter Finishes: Silver, Black, Mahogany or Natural
Total Graphic Area: 67.5” w x 38.5” h
Front Visual Area: 34.5” w x 34.5” h
Endcap Visual Area: 12.5” w x 34.5” h

Silver Black Mahogany Natural
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Formula 1
     Vertically curved, 10 foot wide tension fabric graphic structure with 
molded case. 

Graphic:  114” w x 941/2” h + bleed
Weight:  41 lbs
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Popup Display System
    
      The popup display system combines strength,  
reliability and style. It features several unique advantages 
over other similar Popup display systems, especially its 
light weight and simplistic ease of use. Compared with 
complicated “snap in” channel bars and delicate locking/
locating systems, this popup uses state of the art “Rare 
Earth Neo Magnets” on both its channel bars and locking/
location systems. These make it very quick and simple to 
erect and take down, with practically no “easy to break” 
parts. Full display systems are offered in a wide choice 
of configurations from basic tabletop kits to full 20’ long 
displays. All displays are offered as curved or straight sys-
tems, single or double sided and offer the option of com-
bining with either breath taking seamless graphic  
mural panels or versatile velcro friendly fabric panels.
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Express Truss System (10x10)
    
      Our Express Truss System requires no tools to set up. 
Installation couldn’t be easier, simply twist & lock. The 
specially designed connectors are simple to use, strong & 
secure. Our truss kits can be reconfigured in multiple  
ways using the same parts. Have a different exhibit for each 
show. We offer more than 60 professionally designed off 
the shelf kits for a variety of booth sizes and configurations. 
Each kit comes complete with all the parts, fixtures and 
fittings you need to create a successful exhibit, including 
(depending on the kit) low voltage spotlights and  
adjustable tabletops.

Modular and Customizable
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AL-7 Linear Hybrid System (Straight-10ft) 

Includes...
Backwall, returns and hinged,

adjustable header hardware
2 Rotomolded wheeled packing cases

with foam (UF 4831-AL)
Illuminated Header (AL-LB3)
includes lights and reflectors

Instructions
Assembly Toolkit

Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.97 m
117”

Depth: 0.58 m
23”

Total Weight: 247 lbs

AZ-3 (Straight W/Center Graphic-10ft) 

Includes...
Silver frame

Graphic ready sintra wings
and headers

Wheeled transport case (5PCC-02AZ)
Instructions

Assembly Toolkit
Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.96 m
116.5”

Depth: 0.8 m
31.5”

Total Weight: 119 lbs
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Trio 06 Fabric Backwall (with optional Monitor Stand) 

The Trio combines lightweight aluminum  
structures with pillowcased dye sublimated  

printed fabric graphics for a truly unique  
appearance and experience. The Trio is efficient, 

easy to assemble and disassemble and offers 
remarkable style options . Wheeled molded cases 

are included with each unit.

Kit06:
Frame: 117.5”w x 96”h x 27”d

2- Rigid Accent Graphics
2-Fabric Pillowcased Graphics

1-Monitor Bracket
2-140 watt floodlights

2-OCH2 cases
1-OCL case

Total Weight: 140 lbs

Hercules 03 Truss Monitor Kiosk

Hercules truss backwalls offer a unique and 
strong look. Shelving and monitor brackets 

offer professional looking displays. Assembly 
requires no tools thanks to the twist and lock 
construction and new sturdy feet. Tables and 

shelves are available in your choice of four 
finishes, silver, black, natural and Mahogany.

 Shown with
Available Monitor Stand

• Metal Structure
•Medium Monitor Bracket (Max weight 50 lbs)

•Base available in four different finishes
•OCH2 case
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H8 8ft Folding Display Panels

A complete backwall display with two  
headers! This kit is a “tradeshow booth  

on the move” with a wide range of velcro-
compatible fabric color choices. The  

H8 panel kit comes complete  
with storage bag. 

Header panel size: 23.5” wide x 10” high
Graphic panel size: 23.5” wide x 35.5”  

high

Total Weight: 31 lbs

H6 6ft Folding Display Panels

The H6 floor standing display kit is a great “on 
the road” presentation system. Each 6 panel kit 

comes in a choice of fabric color finishes, and 
includes a header and a storage bag. Optional 

graphic panels can transform your fabric display 
kit to a stunning graphic mural! 

Header panel size: 23.5” wide x 10” high
Graphic panel size: 23.5” wide x 35.5”  high

Total Weight: 22 lbs
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AZ-6 (Straight W/Center Graphic-10ft) 

Includes...
Silver frame

Graphic ready sintra wings
and headers

Wheeled transport case (5PCC-02AZ)
Instructions

Assembly Toolkit
Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.96 m
116.5”

Depth: 0.8 m
31.5”

Total Weight: 119 lbs

AZ-8 (Straight W/Center Graphic-10ft) 

Includes...
Silver frame

Graphic ready sintra wings
and headers

Wheeled transport case (5PCC-02AZ)
Instructions

Assembly Toolkit
Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.96 m
116.5”

Depth: 0.8 m
31.5”

Total Weight: 119 lbs
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AL-1 (Wave Hybrid System-10ft) 

Includes...
Backwall hardware

Wave canopy frame (2” aluminum tubing)
Trapeze canopy cover (stretch fabric pillowcase)

Frosted plex header & wings
2 Rotomolded wheeled cases

Assembly toolkit
Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.97 m
117”

Depth: 0.58 m
23”

Total Weight: 154 lbs

AL-3 (Straight Hybrid System-10ft) 

Includes...
Backwall hardware

Straight canopy frame (2” aluminum tubing)
Trapeze canopy cover (stretch fabric pillowcase)

Frosted plex header & wings
2 Rotomolded wheeled cases

Assembly toolkit
Warranty certificate

Height: 2.44 m
96”

Width: 2.97 m
117”

Depth: 0.58 m
23”

Total Weight: 154 lbs

Modular
Units can be combined 

for larger widths

Modular
Units can be combined 

for larger widths
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Sign Frame Banner Stand
• 1” Round Tubing

• Heavy Duty Base Standard

• Optional Light Available

     This unit is fully customizable. We are  
able to manufacture it with a variety of 
widths and heights. Can also be  
constructed with a flat base,  
decaled base, and a tubular base,  
as well as with variable leg quantities  
and heights.  

Call about custom designs and finishes

Graphic Size: Holds materials 22”H x 28”W  
                       and up to 3/8” Thick

Hardware Color: Silver, Black or White

Weight: 12 lbs
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Angled Snapframe Pedestal Stands
     Stylish, elegant, all metal, heavy duty stands. Use for menus and other displays.  
Perfect for public lobbies, restaurants and other showcase opportunities

• Easy-Open Snapframes

• 1” diameter poles

• Weighted base

• Hardboard backed

 

EF4EOBH shown with  
PB-1 lit. basketEF3EOSV

ETOBV

ET1SH
shown with ADL-2 Shel

f

Angled Double Literature Trays

Turn your sign into an information center.

ADL-1   1” poles  ADL-2   1-1/2” poles

Specify:  Style-Color*-Orientation*

�   Orientation*

 H Horizontal

 V Vertical

�   Color*

 S Silver

 B Black

*   Not on price sheet, must use to order.

�   Style Size Pole Diameter Base

ETO 8.5” x 11” 36” Straight 1” 11” Round

ET3 11” x 14” 36” Straight 1” 11” Round

ET1 11” x 17” 36” Straight 1-1/2” 16” Curved

ET2 14” x 22” 36” Straight 1-1/2” 16” Curved

EF1EO 8.5” x 11” 43” Curved 1” Oval

EF3EO 11” x 14” 43” Curved 1” Oval

EF4EO 11” x 17” 43” Curved 1” Oval

• Choice of 3 finishes

• Accepts graphics to 1/16’ thick

• Acrylic protective lens

• 2 minute set-up
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Fabric Lightbox
      
    A simple yet elegant way to brighten up your space. Want to enhance your 
shop window, compliment your exhibit display or create emotionally charged
environment at point of sale, just install our lightbox system! The light weight 
easily assembled modular lightbox system will keep your time and effort to 
 install at 30 minutes or less.

Material: Clear anodized and glossy white powder coated aluminium frames

Format: Up to 8‘ 2“ x 24‘

3000 watt maximum
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Portable Exhibit Cases
      
   Molded exhibit cases to protect your trade show investments. Secure  
reinforced straps to assure your cases will remain closed during shipping.  
Storage for Light kits is available in the Lid.

ROP:
Interior Size: 12.25” l x 21.5” w x 35” h
Exterior Size: 18” l x 27” w x 40” h
Weight (when empty): 21 lbs
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Dye Sublimation Table Throw      
Full color graphics and logos on a table throw lend a polished appearance to 
any exhibit. Maximize your message with a custom throw to fit any standard  
4 ft, 6 ft or 8 ft table table. Available in full or economy sizes.

Available for smaller 4 ft tables as well

Economy Table Throw (Back View)

Full color printing  
availble on entire throw.

PMS color matching for 
branding consistency.


